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WINNER OF THE NORTH PARK BOOK AWARD FOR CHILDREN'S nonfiction The ability to relax is an
essential skill inside our hectic globe today. The Like Balloon 12. We hope that children can lead content,
relaxed, and calm lives, but frequently we neither educate them how to do this nor do we business lead by
example. This publication provides stories to greatly help children learn to calm their bodies and relax their
thoughts. Wildly imaginative and whimsically joyful, Carolyn Clarke’s guide is an excellent tool for children to
learn that the most important spaces in life tend to be the quiet moments among. The tales and
illustrations within this volume help children learn to relaxed themselves and launch the strain of their lives
in a positive, healing manner. Clouds in the Sky 8. sleep problems, nightmares, and concern with the dark at
bedtime; A Hot Air Balloon Trip 4. Enchanted Forest 10. Intended simply because a tool to use with the
children in your existence, it is so much more: it is a skill that they can make use of for the rest of their
lives to boost, enhance, and maximize their quality of life. depression; low self-esteem; grief; and life changes
such as moving, divorce, or changing colleges. Opening up worlds and universes with evocative stories and
vivid information that simultaneously calm the mind, body and spirit, Clarke’s debut is an extraordinary aid
to greatly help children not only tap into their inner calm, but to expand their creativity to its outer

limits—and beyond. special requirements, including Add more, ADHD, Aspergers, autism, and OCD; Magic Flower
Potion 15. Stories include: 1. A Trip to the Seaside 2. My Tree Home 14. anger issues; Your Bubble 5. Making
Friends with a Tree 6. EASILY Could Fly 7. A child’s ability to consciously rest their body and apparent
their mind might help address an array of issues, such as anxiety, stress, and excessive worry; A Trip in
Your Spaceship 9. focus and concentration issues; Have a Hike 11. Children are shuttled from home to
school to after school activities and home again, frequently without transition time or down time. Planting a
Seed 16. The Night Sky 3. Unlike any other publication of its kind, Imaginations: Fun Relaxation Tales and
Meditations for Kids is the foremost gift you can provide your child. Under the Sea 13. Finger Lights 17.
Loving Kindness
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Peace of Mind Carolyn Clarke wrote this book for adults to teach their children how to relax. She's been
teaching yoga exercises for more than 30 years and wished to share a method to help children relax in the
hectic globe we live in today. Clarke points out that using these methods may alleviate most of the
stresses kids encounter like divorce, anger, low self-esteem and sleep disorders. Even some kids with
medical ailments like Put, ADHD, autism, and OCD have benefited from these methods. Look for a better
publisher or drop your prices.Within the book are seventeen separate stories, each containing guided
imagery for a kid to imagine. The adult facilitator may adapt the wording or setting as required by the
environment. Nice Mediations - LOW QUALITY BOOK The meditations inside are nice. Some of the
relaxation stories include: A Hot Air Balloon Trip, A VACATION in Your Spaceship, Under the Sea and My
Tree Home. Fun Relaxation Stories and Meditations I have read through this publication and know it will be
priceless for my children's yoga classes.This book is worth the effort to look at if you are interested in
finding a method to relax with children and take a break from routines. It could benefit both your mind
and body. There exists a wonderful explosion in Kids Yoga these days! The book is quite short, but reading
just one single may be perfect to help a child drift off or calm down. Namaste. The visualizations are
beautifully created and inspire a feeling of calm. We enjoyed it so much that we bought all three in the
arranged and utilize the books daily. These children' meditations are innocent, simple and user-friendly. There

are no plots, no conflicts, just relaxing imagery for kids. A Must-Have Reserve! A website is open to locate
more resources and activities for rest. As a yoga teacher of thirty years I know the importance of
relaxation for everyone. Children especially benefit. Using these relaxations with my little pupils can help
them in many ways so many thanks Carolyn. My go-to book in the classroom to set the tone for the calm
tone for the day. Fun and Adventurous Meditations! Mindfulness, Tranquility and Calm. nowhere near what
I'd expect a $20 book to look like.. Five Stars Love this book for savasana during yoga for kiddos Relaxing
meditations These are more meditations than "tales". A very good inner resting place is definitely nurtured
by each tale. Fun and adventurous. Many thanks Carolyn! Five Stars Learned about this book in a
Mindfulness class and intend to use with my learners. since he is a prof in yoga it really is a good my dau in
laws teaches yoga to all ages. My yoga kids like longer tales, despite of that I love it! she asked because of
this book for Xmas . Disappointing to state the least. My nephew loved it :) No enough stories No enough
stories for the price plus they are too short. adults and little kids. Before beginning a kid must learn the
yoga prep poses which are described and illustrated. It is not published as a $20 book though. In my
opinion, for $20 the actual book itself should be nicer. Maybe actually hardback. since he's a prof in yoga it
is a good book A creative and fun publication! I have bought very much nicer books, and paid $7 for them.
This is. What could possibly be more important than for every child to make the very best of friends with
their own inner teacher. Great for teachers My college students and I love it's simplicity and beauty.. It's
so vital that you keep the intention and purpose authentic and pure as we direct our next generation into
this " new world ". This book is intended to be a tool to teach how to use these relaxation methods. Great
concept but feels incomplete Great concept but feels incomplete. I believe the guided imageries are too
short for my eight 12 months old. I also think they end abruptly.. You can easily use and effective.
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